The Original Coli Alma
Weighted XL7 Car Garbage Can

*User’s Manual*
Items Included in the Package

1. 1 x Extra Large Container (7”~ model)
2. 1 x Heavy duty weighted strap
3. 2 x Button head screws

This product has been assembled in the factory by professionals and is ready to use.

Any Issues?

We do everything we can to provide our customers with the best quality of products and service. We monitor production, packaging and delivery procedures consistently.

Yet, if you find the item is not the color you ordered, or the product to be damaged, contact us at hello@colialma.com: we will find the most convenient way to take care of the issue as soon as possible.

You are enjoying our originally designed product? Please write us a review, it means a lot to us!
Product Features and Advantages

1) An open can assures that the driver would need as little attention as possible directed away from the road.

2) The container is big enough to fit over one gallon (5500 milliliter) but leaves plenty of legroom.

3) It can be used with or without a floor hump. It is tall, but will not tip over: it stays put during turns.

4) Durable plastic and rubber materials

5) Glossy finish allows for effortless and quick cleaning: no waste residue is left after a casual swipe with a wet wipe or cloth.

6) Screws are concealed underneath for child safety and aesthetics.

7) A 14-inch, anti-slip, heavy duty flexible strap with 0.08 inch (2mm) spikes for stabilization, sized not to cause surface wear to the carpet.
Common Usages of the Product

Plenty of legroom in the back.

Easy and seamless access from the front seat.

Can be used inside RVs and boats without a floor hump.

Can be used to store toys, CDs, books, brochures and appliances.

Notes on Copyrights

Coli Alma is a registered company and its products, including the Coli Alma XL7 Weighted Car Garbage Can described in this manual, should not be replicated without legal approval by Coli Alma company representatives.

This product was designed by Coli Alma and its structural design, including shape and materials, is the intellectual property of Coli Alma as pursuant to the law.
We are a small family business fortunate to be able to design and sell our products. We are always listening to our customers’ thoughts on size and overall appearance, material and finish. Recently, we have taken steps to optimize our products’ quality and appearance. The Weighted Coli Alma Extra Large Trash Can is designed for easy accessibility, also from the front seat.

An open can assures the driver can stay focused on the road. It is big enough to fit a one-gallon container but leaves plenty of legroom. It can be used with or without a floor hump. It is tall, but will not tip over: it stays put during turns. Unlike some other products on the market, with the Coli Alma XL7 Passengers in the backseat will not have any trash in front of their faces, as the can is on the floor.

A 14-inch, anti-slip, heavy duty flexible strap with little spikes for stabilization, sized not to cause wear to the carpet. Glossy Finish - while a glossy finish is more vulnerable to scratches, it allows for quick and effortless cleaning: there will be no waste residue after a casual swipe with a wet wipe or cloth. It also looks elegant and complements the car’s interior. The plastic is flexible but firm, leak-proof and spill-proof. We considered functionality and appearance but also the durability of both the plastic and rubber materials, which will last for years, and this at such an affordable price!

We have been talking extensively with taxi, truck, SUV and minivan drivers, RV and trailer drivers, parents driving with children and teenagers going places and designed this can to optimally fit your needs. We found people use the can to store CDs, children’s toys, games, books, appliances, items to be delivered, taxi brochures and merchandise, the choice is yours!
Thank You for Choosing Coli Alma

Coli Alma
Bazelet 38, Rosh Ha'ayin
ISRAEL 4854052

hello@colialma.com